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Costa coffee
Kevin Girling visited Costa Rica to find out
its fascinating Land Rover story

Wherever you go in Costa Rica, you’ll see elderly Land Rovers at work, mostly still in remarkable
condition and still doing what they were designed to do. Many were built here, and the mass of
Solihull-designed leaf-sprung vehicles is leavened with a smattering of Santana-built examples.
There are newer, more luxurious models, too – for Land Rovers are still sold in Costa Rica today,
although the market has changed dramatically since their re-introduction in 1992 after an absence
from Costa Rica of more than ten years.
The first
three
decades

T
Above: This Series III has been fitted with special
framing for working on hydro lines
Top: This recent PR reconstruction shows how
crucial Land Rovrs were on the plantations
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he story began back in
1949, when resident Briton
John Schofield saw the new
Land Rover advertised in a
magazine. Costa Rica has high
humidity, thanks partly to its
extensive rain forests, and John
reasoned that the vehicle’s
aluminium alloy bodywork was
ideally suited to such a climate.
Although he and his wife,
Nora, knew nothing of the
automobile industry, they were
entrepreneurs who had already
established a small electrical
business in San Jose. So John

wrote to the Rover Company
and asked for a Land Rover
franchise in Costa Rica. Solihull
despatched somebody from the
UK to visit them and despite
their youth (both were in their
early twenties) and their lack of
experience in the automobile
business, John and Nora were
invited to visit the factory to
take a closer look at the vehicle.
Following this visit, John and
Nora invested all their savings in
a single vehicle that was
shipped out from the UK to
Costa Rica. This was to be the
sole demonstrator for Land
Rover’s new outlet in Central
America, and it was the start of
a success story that is almost
legendary in the Americas. The
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CKD build in Costa Rica by
Ensambladora Automotriz SA

Assembly lines in 1969; these
are Series IIAs

Gulf of Mexico

Caribbean Sea

Above: Double
cab? No, a
Costa Rican
modification
which allows
the family to
ride while
transporting
their coffee

NICARAGUA

Pacific Ocean

1969: Nora Schofield with the
2000th locally-built vehicle

San José

COSTA RICA
PANAMA

Left: Costa Rica
is a small
country

Costa Rica

An earlier celebration: Mama
Nora with the 1000th vehicle

couple are recognised
throughout Costa Rica as being
personally responsible for the
large numbers of heritage Land
Rovers in the country today,
many of them still in daily use
on coffee plantations.
Customers were required to
pay in advance for a vehicle and
this involved depositing funds in
the Rover Company’s bank
account in the UK, many
thousands of miles away. Local
landowners must have put
immense trust in the Schofields
because that single
demonstrator resulted in an
order for 12 vehicles. Just as the
money reached the bank, an
incredible stroke of luck
occurred: the exchange rate
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Costa Rica is a small Central American
country of just over 51,000 square kilometres
with a Spanish-speaking population
approaching four million. It is peaceful
enough not even to require its own army, and is
blessed with every type of terrain imaginable. Its two
coastlines – on the Pacific and on the Atlantic – offer some of the
best beaches in the world with a choice of black sand, white sand
or pure shell beaches.
Until the middle of the nineteenth century, Costa Rica was a poor
country. Coffee and then bananas were introduced to the region as crops
suitable for export and they still dominate the Costa Rican economy although
tourism has become a major source of revenue since the early 1990s. However,
the shanty towns constructed of timber scraps salvaged from rubbish skips and
construction sites are a clear indication that this is still not a rich country.
Apart from the tropical rainforests and stunning beaches, Costa Rica offers
active volcanoes and mountain ranges just made for Land Rover adventures.
Monkeys, sea turtles and exotic birds can all be viewed in their natural habitat
thanks to a wonderful conservation programme which protects over 27 percent
of the country. A full 13 percent of Costa Rica falls within a National Park
programme, too.
Most of the population is of Spanish descent and will always make you
welcome with a refreshing friendliness that made my recent visit a real
pleasure.
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Right:
Delivering
coffee – by
Land Rover of
course
Above: A familiar sight on
Costa Rican Land Rovers, this
plate covers a crack at the
corner of the rear window

Mama Nora
Mama Nora – affectionately
known as the Mother of all
Land Rovers in Costa Rica –
is now 77 years old and
proud of it. Nora still exudes
an incredible enthusiasm for
the marque and she remains
inseparable from her 1992
long-wheelbase Range
Rover, which she uses daily
in San Jose.
Born Nora Carvalho in
Mama Nora in her long-wheelbase Range Rover
Panama, she met and
married Englishman John Schofield when she moved to Costa Rica. They
established the first Land Rover franchise in the Americas, and Nora played a
substantial role in the business, running the parts side of the operation for
many years. She has fond memories of a bygone era when she made regular
trips to England as the guest of the Rover Company for events such as the
Coronation in 1952 and various Wimbledon tournaments.
Today, Mama Nora is remembered and respected by many of the families
who still own and use the vehicles they bought from the Schofields.
Nora and John separated shortly after the closure of their business at the
end of the 1970s. John remains deeply bitter about the events that led to the
demise of their company and to this day he will not discuss his involvement
with Land Rover. He was not available for an interview during my recent visit.
However, he obviously remained a fan, because a 1949 80-inch came to light
recently that has been in his ownership for all of these years.
Nora reverted to her maiden name after the separation. She went on to
become the Michelin importer
and distributor for Costa Rica
until her retirement from
business life. Today, she spends
her time deep-sea fishing, a
sport she has loved for many
years and in which she has
become a champion.
John Schofield’s 1949 80-inch
now belongs to Oscar
Echeverria
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changed to Costa Rica’s
advantage. This provided the
Schofields with the working
capital needed to rapidly
expand their business.
Their company went from
strength to strength – and a
second stroke of luck occurred
in 1963. In an effort to stem the
flow of imports, the
government lowered taxes on
cars assembled in Costa Rica.
Immediately, deliveries from
Solihull switched from fully
assembled vehicles to kits.
These had to be assembled by
hand until the correct tools
arrived from the UK.
Sadly, most of the
manufacturing records for that
period of history are lost –
probably forever – but at a
conservative estimate
Ensambladora Automotriz SA
assembled 5000 Land Rovers.
Some people believe the figure
could be as high as 8000.
Whatever the number, it was all
achieved by a work force that
numbered nearly 800 at the
peak of production. At one
time, this company, which
acted as importer, assembler,
and sole sales outlet in Costa
Rica, was selling over 100
vehicles a month.
The success of the Land
Rover was due largely to climate
and the terrain. When John and
Nora started the business in
1949, the principal industry was
coffee, and Costa Rican coffee
was recognised as being the
best in the world.
Picking coffee beans was
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labour-intensive and still is, but
their transportation was
revolutionised by the Land
Rover. Traditionally, coffee was
transported from the
mountainside to gathering
points in the villages by ox and
cart. This was long and
laborious and the animals tired
easily because of the terrain,
sometimes managing only two
cart-loads a day.
The Land Rover changed that
overnight. Undaunted by terrain
or climate, this incredibly
versatile vehicle could complete
many more trips in the course
of a day. Plantation owners with
Land Rovers witnessed huge
increases in productivity, less
wastage and an increase in their
wealth. And even though
wartime Willys Jeeps were
available at the time, they were
no competition for the Land
Rover.
But there was a policy
change under British Leyland in
the late 1970s. The supply of
kits for local assembly was
stopped, and in their place John
and Nora were obliged to
accept Spanish-built Santana
Land Rovers. Quality problems
became a major cause for
concern, and then a Presidential
decree slapped a hefty 300
percent import tax on all
vehicles at the end of the
decade.
Almost the entire Costa Rican
automobile industry went out of
business overnight.
Ensambladora Automotriz SA
closed down, but John and
Nora were able to pay all
creditors and extract themselves
honourably from the crisis. Their
actions ensured that the Land
Rover name remained
untarnished in Costa Rica – and
that mattered a lot when the
marque re-established a
presence more than a decade
later.

Recent
times

O

scar Echeverria lives and
breathes Land Rovers. You
will never find him wearing
anything but Land Rover Gear
and he has little interest in any
other vehicles. Oscar grew up
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with Land Rovers on his father’s
dairy farm and took over his
father’s 1972 Range Rover, the
remains of which he still owns
as a potential restoration
project.
A chance meeting with a
neighbour took him to Panama
where Land Rover was
demonstrating its products.
That visit was to mark the start
of a partnership with Stefan
Mueller that survives to this day.
Immensely impressed with
the demonstration, Oscar
immediately approached Land
Rover looking for the franchise
for Costa Rica. With
negotiations under way and
with limited funds, he ordered
his first demonstrator from his
new partner, who was selling
Land Rovers in Panama. History
was about to repeat itself. As
had happened with the
Schofields in 1949, the Costa
Rican Land Rover franchise was
about to be launched on the

strength of just one vehicle.
With a 300 percent tax on
imported vehicles, the only
sensible market was sales to
foreign diplomats. Oscar
pursued this with a vengeance
from his sales office, at that
stage a room in his house. By
January 1992 he had delivered
his first vehicle, imported from
his partner in Panama. And later
that year, the reduction of

Top: Naranjo
now has its
own Land
Rover Centre
Above: Display
from Motores
Britannicos is
spectacular

Naranjo’s Land Rovers
In this small coffee-growing region of Costa Rica, it is estimated that there are
well over 880 heritage vehicles still working for a living, most of which are
beautifully and proudly maintained by enthusiastic plantation owners and their
families. Throughout the 1980s, when there was no Land Rover dealer in Costa
Rica, these owners managed to secure parts and service these vehicles
themselves to what must have been very high standards to survive such a hard
working life.
To the plantation owners, they are valuable assets and much sought-after
commodities. You won’t find many vehicles for sale and if you do, the prices
will be high. Land Rovers in Costa Rica are a natural addition to families who
place an enormous value on them.
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Osca Echeverria now holds the Land Rover
franchise for Costa Rica

import tax to a mere 100
percent boosted the fledgling
business.
Oscar rented a showroom in
1992, and staffed Motores
Britanicos along with his wife
Milena, a mechanic, a
receptionist, a salesman and a
cleaner who doubled as a
guard. Everyone from this
original group with the
exception of the salesman
remains with the team today.
And Oscar credits the Schofields
and their legacy with much of
his subsequent success.

Land Rover granted Oscar
the Costa Rican franchise in
1992, and the import of
vehicles from Panama ceased in
favour of direct shipments from
Solihull. Since then over 1100
vehicles have been sold, and
there has been a steady annual
growth. In 2000, Oscar sold
135 units; in 2001, the figure
was 165. However, the situation
is now very different from the
days of the Schofields.
Defenders are too expensive to
attract the traditional Costa
Rican Land Rover utility buyer,

THE GOMEZ FAMILY
learned later!
Antonio Gomez is a landowner and coffee
The Series III was a great success, even
grower in Costa Rica’s Naranjo region. His
towing the old ox-carts to increase its
five sons and nine daughters all worked on
payload. So in 1978, Antonio purchased a
the plantation when they were younger. To
second Land Rover, this time a 1975 109 pickremain competitive with other landowners,
up that proved to be even more
Antonio was forced to look seriously at
Costa Rican CKD build plate
effective. Its big cargo area, accessible
mechanisation.
from three sides, made it the perfect vehicle for
So in 1977, he bought a Series III 88 Station Wagon.
transporting men, machinery, fertilisers and other
The keys were entrusted to Gerado, then 25 and the
supplies to even the remotest parts of the plantation.
eldest son, who was unable to drive. In fact, nobody in
During my visit, the Gomez family was happy and
the family drove, and Antonio tasked Gerado with
proud to show me their vehicles, both assembled
learning and teaching the others. Gerado
locally and both carrying faded plates which read,
enthusiastically recounts the tale of how he put the
“Producido por Ensambladora Automotriz SA, Costa
vehicle in gear, started the engine, released the clutch
Rica”. Both are hardworking vehicles that have been
with something of a jerk and thus commenced his
lovingly cared for. Gerado changes the oil every 3000
driving career. In first gear Gerado had no problems
kilometres and he expects to do that five times a year.
negotiating the miles of trails that criss-cross the
Each vehicle spends 95 percent of its working life offplantations; selecting other gears was something he
road, and yet mud is never allowed to accumulate and
the vehicles are repeatedly washed by hand. The
engine compartment and underside get particular
attention, and despite the high humidity there are few
signs of corrosion.
The two Series IIIs remain excellent working
vehicles, but the pride and joy of the Gomez family is
now a 1999 Discovery automatic. All five sons were
involved in the decision to buy, and the 1977 Station
Wagon conveyed the family to San Jose for the actual
The family’s 109 on a plantation trail
purchase. It was quite a trip: after so many years of
driving around the plantation, neither the
family nor the vehicle had ever driven on a
highway!
Land Rovers have served this family well
and the purchase of the Discovery is clearly
an achievement of which they are all very
proud. In buying it, the real decision was not
The family’s Series III 88. The
Discovery Tdi auto is the family’s
which vehicle to buy but which model of
extra chrome is a common local
pride and joy and lives under
Land Rover.
addition
cover on the porch
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and those which are sold are
generally 110s with roof racks,
winches and extra lights to suit
a local passion for anything with
an African Safari flavour.
It is a niche market.
Defenders currently account for
about 10 percent of annual
Costa Rican sales. Range Rover
sales are at the same level,
Freelanders account for 20
percent and the remaining 60
percent are Discoverys.
When BMW emerged as the
new owners of Land Rover in
1994, Costa Rica was one of just
two markets in Latin America
which resisted moves to merge
operations. Oscar held his
ground in the face of extensive
pressure and threats of legal
action, and this left him well
placed later to focus on vehicle
sales when other brands were
undergoing corporate
restructuring yet again.
But it has not all been
smooth sailing. In December
2000, grey-market Land Rovers
started appearing from
Germany, purchased in bulk for
9 percent less than the factory
was charging for the same
vehicle to its Costa Rican
distributor. At a presentation he
made to Land Rover President
Bob Dover in Brazil during
2001, Oscar was forced to
demonstrate the inequities of
doing business with Land Rover
in the global marketplace.
Subsequently, Ken Feldman
from Land Rover’s Regional
Office for Latin America has
stepped in and is working
closely with the Motores
Britanicos team to stem the tide
of grey-market imports.
Oscar Echeverria is a
showman as well as a Land
Rover enthusiast, and he and
the Motores Britanicos team
work hard at promoting the
marque with a variety of events
throughout the year. Their
displays literally dominate the
outdoor auto shows, and the
opposition can only look on in
complete awe at the spectacular
structure they use, which is a
real work of art.
It demonstrates the traction
control features of the
Freelander by using a Freelander
on a dirt track to pull a second
Freelander up an incline as well
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Land Rover Café

Studio photography: Alisdair Cusick

Land Rovers have been involved with Costa
Rica’s coffee growers since 1949, and it’s good to
see that this involvement has recently taken on a
new lease of life.
Oscar Echeverria has arranged for some of the
very best coffee from the Naranjo region to be
packaged and branded as Land Rover Café. The
processing plant works a special night shift
processing only this coffee, which then becomes
the property of Land Rover in Costa Rica who
plan to sell it to Land Rover dealers worldwide.
The North American market is a prime target,
although the Ford takeover has caused some
delays to the plan.
Removing the middle man and selling directly to
other Land Rover operations allows Oscar to pay the
coffee pickers some 30-40 percent more than the
usual payment in return for the very best beans. And
this is a good deal for the coffee pickers, who are
right at the bottom of the economic chain.
Even the school holidays in Costa Rica are arranged to coincide with the
coffee harvest, so that children can go into the fields with the rest of the family
and maximise their income. Typical is 12-year-old Roxana Villegas, who can pick
about two baskets a day and can expect to earn just $11.20 for a seven-day
week. Contrast that with the cost of coffee in the USA, where a one-pound bag
of coffee produces 60-70 cups and earns a typical coffee shop between $42.60
and $49.70. Of that, Roxana can expect to see just 16 cents.

Land Rover Café is processed at this plant in Naranjo

as rotating a Defender perched
on the top of a tower.
Simultaneously a Discovery is
transporting visitors across an
oval gantry littered with manmade obstacles. The sight of
this vehicle high above the
crowd ensures that all attention
is focused firmly on Land Rover
and not on the opposition.
In Costa Rica today, Oscar is
Land Rover and you probably

could not wish for a better
representative for the
preservation and development
of the marque in Central
America. ■
Kevin Girling travelled
by courtesy of the
British Airways One
World Alliance.
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